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Abstract: The atmosphere is a very sensitive medium to extraterrestrial forces, most importantly,
solar electromagnetic radiation and energetic particle intrusion. This released intense solar activity can
cause sudden disturbances in the Earth’s atmosphere and further create ground telecommunication
interferences, blackouts, transportation problems, water supply problems, potential health effects,
as well as natural disasters, such as forest fires. These extreme events can cause billions of dollars of
damage and impact individuals, families, communities, and societies. For this reason, it is of crucial
importance to investigate the connections between this extreme activity and natural disasters, and
further develop ways to prevent, prepare against, and respond to them. The aim of this special issue
is to engage a wide community of scientists to de-fragment broaden and improve our knowledge in
this field. We invite researchers from all relevant fields to publish their recent investigations in this
special issue.

Keywords: solar activity; fires; atmosphere modeling and forecasting; remote sensing; public health;
transportation safety; telecommunication disturbances

1. Introduction

Keeping in mind that the Earth is permanently exposed to numerous influences coming from
the outer space, its properties, especially in the atmosphere, are often significantly disturbed by
extraterrestrial influences [1–6]. Although the relevant astrophysical phenomena can be from the deep
Universe like, for example, radiation from the gamma to the UV part of the electromagnetic spectrum
that occur in supernova explosions or other processes [7,8]. The solar radiation has the most important
influence on the Earth’s layers [9–18].

Generally speaking, the solar influence is very important for the Earth’s dynamics and life on
our planet even if its radiation is not suddenly increased due to intensive processes on the Sun. It can
be seen in many different ways in daytime and nighttime periods as well as in disturbances during
sunrise and sunset periods. In addition, its influence can be very important for the possibility of
detecting numerous astrophysical and terrestrial phenomena which do not affect intensively enough
the locations considered to be dominated by solar effects [19]. Also, many investigations indicate
detections of the ionospheric properties in periods around natural disasters like earthquakes [20] or
tropical depression beginnings [21] during solar terminator.

However, unpredictable processes and events in the Earth are the consequences of extreme solar
radiation. Among others, they can be connected with different types of natural disasters which interfere
the process of sustainable development, and become more serious due to climate change and the
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increase in their frequency and intensity. Obviously, there is a need for a new approach that could
include the prevention of natural disasters within the sustainable development cycle.

Relationships between the extreme solar radiation and natural disasters are the subject of this
special issue. The main goal is to point out the multi-discipline nature of research of extreme solar
radiation influence on natural disasters. This includes studies in fields of solar physics, geophysics,
social sciences, medicine, technology, telecommunications etc.

We invited researchers from the entire community to publish their recent investigations in this
special issue of Sustainability.

2. Extreme Solar Radiation and Natural Disasters

The extreme solar radiation is a consequence of sudden intensive processes in the Sun. There are
two types of this radiation; charged particles emitted during coronal mass ejection and electromagnetic
radiation primarily in the X-ray spectral domain induced by solar X-ray flares.

Charged particles. The most important increase of the charged particles is the consequence of a coronal
mass ejection (CME). This process, connected with magnetic reconnection on the Sun, can produce
a significant increase of the charged particles coming to Earth, where, consequently, solar radiation
influence varies on different terrestrial layers. First of all, very intensive disturbances can occur in
the magnetic field which, on the other side, has influence on the charged particles’ paths. Generally,
their influence primarily depends on altitude and latitude due to interactions with the atmospheric
particles and the geomagnetic field effects on charged particles. Although the particle impact is the
most important in the polar areas, many investigations point out their significant role in locations with
anomalies in geomagnetic fields [22,23].
Electromagnetic radiation (X-rays, UV). The most important extreme electromagnetic radiation
coming from the Sun is the consequence of solar flares and lies in the X domain of EM spectrum. As
investigations show, very intensive perturbations which are induced by this astrophysical phenomenon
occur in the low ionosphere [24–26] with possible significant effects on propagations of electromagnetic
waves which propagate in the ionosphere [27]. Also, the radiation in the UV region reaching the
Earth’s surface can sometimes be significantly increased. As a consequence, serious health problems
can occur.

Disasters occurring as the consequence of extreme solar radiation are numerous (see Figure 1).
Many researches point to the connections between the increase of the charged particle densities and
large natural disasters, for example forest fires [28], or tropical depressions [29]. These natural disasters
directly affect life and nature on Earth and can have a significant influence on people and, generally,
medical and social aspects of their lives. Also, it is well known that solar wind can damage or destroy
satellites and its presence can affect satellite operation (see [30] and references therein). In addition,
extreme solar radiation can significantly change the propagation of radio signals emitted by satellites
or devices located on the ground (including blackout) [27,31] with consequences in many remote
applications (positioning, telecommunications, Earth observations, etc.).

The importance of effects of natural disasters on human lives focused on in the research
of scientists, engineers, programmers, and many other experts who work in different fields;
natural sciences (astrophysics, geophysics, geochemistry, geography, etc.), medicine, social sciences
(e.g., sociology, psychology), data science, programming, technology, etc. The scheme of disciplines
which consider analyses and consequences of natural disasters (possibly) induced by the extreme solar
radiation is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Scheme of solar extreme radiation influence on natural disasters.

Figure 2. Scheme of disciplines which consider analyses and consequences of natural disasters
(possibly) induced by the extreme solar radiation.

3. Observations

Observations relevant for the research of the extreme solar radiation influence on natural disasters
can be divided in two groups; observations of solar radiations by satellites and observations of
terrestrial layers.

There are many satellites which monitor solar radiation like GOES satellites, ACE satellites,
etc. They detect different types of particles and photons in several energy canals, which allows the
modelling of radiation spectra of considered species.

Observation techniques of terrestrial parts that can be applied for natural disaster monitoring are
numerous. They can be based on in situ measurements [32,33] or remote sensing from the ground or
satellites [34,35].

Here we also want to point out the indirect influence of solar radiation on monitoring natural
disasters using remote sensing techniques. Namely, different methods are based on electromagnetic
wave propagation in the atmosphere. The characteristics of these propagations are significantly
affected by the medium within which signals propagate and the changes in solar radiation can be an
important source of errors or problems in disaster monitoring. The influence of radiation on particular
observations depends on radiation intensity and its characteristics, observed area and observation
technique. Namely, the intensity and spectrum of solar radiation in the medium within which signals
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propagate influence ionization rate and other plasma properties in the ionosphere. These radiation
characteristics depend on the atmospheric properties above the area within which signal propagate
(due to absorption and other changes in radiation before the relevant locations including the influence
of the geomagnetic field on charged particles, which significantly depends on altitude and latitude)
and on the properties inside this area (due to cross sections for numerous processes and geomagnetic
field influence). On the other side, the deviation in propagation path depends on signal frequencies.
For example, satellite signals with higher frequency have lower deviations than those with lower
frequency. Also, depending on technique, signals can; (a) propagate from the ground, reflect at some
altitude and come back to the Earth surface (ionospheric monitoring by ionosondes, digisondes,
radars), (b) propagate in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (the low ionospheric monitoring by radio
waves), (c) propagate from the satellite to ground with (Synthetic Aperture Radars—SAR) or without
(Global Navigation Satellite Signals—GNSS) reflection from the surface. Because of all these differences
we can speak about two types of extreme solar radiation on natural disaster observations; increase in
observation errors and impossibility of relevant observations.

4. Modelling

Generally speaking, the analyses of the extreme solar radiation influence on natural disasters can
include modeling in several fields. These are some of them:

• Modelling of the radiation characteristics before its impact on the Earth’s atmosphere.
• Modelling of radiation propagation in the atmosphere.
• Modelling of processes which induce natural disasters.
• Modelling of the connection between radiation characteristics and processes which induce

natural disasters.

These studies require the inclusion of observation data obtained in different types of observations
(satellite or ground based measurements) as well as application of different existing models relevant to
solar radiation [36,37], its propagation in the atmosphere [38], etc.

5. Summary

As it can be seen, the investigation of extreme solar radiation influence on natural disasters is a
very complex task. These studies require cooperation of experts in natural, social and data sciences,
engineers, programmers and people who work in many other connected fields. The goal of this
special issue is to present both the differences in these sciences and the need for mutual activities in
order to better understand the disasters and, most importantly to improve activities in organizations
and activities during and after disasters. Also, it should have a special impact on indications of
possible precursors of natural disasters which can be of essential importance to people’s reactions and,
finally, which can save their lives.

We hope that the special issue will have an impact on the entire scientific community and will
also be helpful in education (graduate study level). For these reasons we invite researchers from all
relevant fields to publish their recent investigations in this special issue.
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